3DS crashes after coming out of sleep...

First off, I'd like to say that I have performed the latest system update. Now, on to my problem.

When I try to boot a Virtual Console game (Mario Picross, for example) or try to resume a Virtual Console game after bringing my 3DS out of sleep mode, the 3DS loading screen doesn't appear and the screen simply stays black, and the system is unresponsive to all inputs. The only way to temporarily fix the problem, I've found, is to hold down the power button for a tedious 10 seconds and launch the game after a hard resetting of the system. My games work properly and all. It is sleep mode that is supposedly causing this error. How do I fix this?

How often does this happen? It's supposed to happen every once in a while, but not all the time. Maybe you need to send your Nintendo 3DS in...

This happens after every session of sleep mode since I downloaded Mario Picross. So, whenever that was released, every single time since then.

Mabye your Nintendo 3DS need a repair.
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You could delete the game and then re-download it from the eShop before you send it in. 😊
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That may also work.